Reiki, Energy and Alternative Healing

Confession and renouncing. "Father God, I believe in Jesus Christ as the Son of God who came in the flesh as man, was crucified and who was resurrected from the dead on the third day to glory. I declare Jesus Christ is my Lord and God, and that I have dedicated my life to Him and for His glory.

I confess that I have sinned by seeking healing from practitioners of witchcraft who knowingly or unknowingly serve spirits of divination for knowledge, serve the Kundalini spirit which brings false peace and serve the spirit of Anti-christ who brings false signs and wonders for healing.

I confess that I have sinned by seeking healing from practitioners of martial arts, Animist, Hindu, Confucian, Buddhist, Taoist or Ancient Knowledge/Ancient Wisdom and Ancient Way philosophy and religion.

I confess that I have allowed practitioners of witchcraft and unclean spirits to lay hands on me with my consent and by doing so have allowed the transference of their sin to me. I accept that by allowing this I have disobeyed the spiritual law found in Your Word (1 Tim 5:22) which says clearly; ‘Do not lay hands upon anyone too hastily and thereby share responsibility for the sins of others; keep yourself free from sin.’

I confess that I have not tested or discerned all spirits as Your Word instructs, and the failure to do so is disobedience.

I confess that I have allowed occult symbols to be traced on my body and over my spirit, emotions and mind. I have allowed practitioners guided by false spirits to touch my flesh. I confess that by allowing these I have made an agreement in the spiritual realm that is opposed to the agreement and covenant I made with Jesus Christ when I said I gave Him my life. I accept that by doing these things I have effectively bowed down and accepted another's god, accepted their worship of idols and I have justified, honoured, tolerated and accepted their honouring of unclean spirits when it has suited me and my purposes.

I repent and renounce my disobedience to Your Word, and of these sins and the use of my body in conjunction with them.
I repent and renounce every attempt I have made to seek power, control, knowledge and wisdom from any source outside of Jesus Christ. I repent and renounce my rebellion to You and to Your standards.

I repent and renounce all agreements, vows, bonds and oaths made to any others except Jesus Christ, whether these agreements have been verbal or implied by my active or passive tolerance and co-operation. Father, please forgive me for entering the realm of evil, for welcoming and opening myself up to the devil’s influences.

I acknowledge that as a Christian I should be led by the Holy Spirit and receive only His counsel of Truth, and I now agree that through His power I can be healed. Because I now submit to scripture of Romans 8:14, I accept the practice of using any spirit, spirit guide, angel, saint or other energy entity or source to manipulate another and achieve a Purpose (however good it may seem to me) is the practice of the occult and is sin. I accept that the wages of sin is death and by submitting to these therapies I may have aligned my spirit with a spirit of Death.

I repent and renounce all agreements with death, suicide, death-wish OR agreements WITH FALSE LIFE and WONDEROUS HEALING OF BODY AND SPIRIT OUTSIDE OF JESUS CHRIST.

I repent and renounce anger, hatred, murder, violence, gossip and malice. I commit myself to destroying all contact-objects, books, materials, heirlooms, memorabilia and music that is contrary to You and Your Word, OR THAT HAS BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH Reiki, acupuncture, acupressure, reflexology, energy alignment, kinesiology, orthobionomy and healing of the soul, emotions or spirit through any form of contact therapy or hypnosis.

I commit myself to destroying all literature, teaching and materials that instruct on meditation, reverie meditation, centering prayer, mantra’s and seeking THE HIGHER MIND, HIGHER SELF, ONENESS and HIGHER CONCIOUSNESS.

I repent and renounce all acceptance of spirit guides, angels or the channelling of these entities, and the use of any other occult agent for the purposes of achieving healing and well-being.

I repent and renounce all involvement and agreement with Ancient Wisdom, Ancient Knowledge and Universe power, Universal Consciousness or Universal Source power. I
specifically repent and renounce all seeking of Hidden Knowledge, Necromancy, Astrology and Geometry and use of geometric shapes to influence healing and spirit alignment.

I repent and renounce all forms of Etheric and psychic surgery and manipulation, directly or indirectly applied through physical contact, meditation, projection or prayer. In the Name of Jesus Christ I take the sword of the Holy Spirit and cut the soul and spirit ties to all practitioners of these disciplines and refuse them all rights to continue to heal, align or influence my body, emotions or spirit.

In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ I repent and renounce all Luciferian agreements, commitments, assignments and Pathways to gain power, health and wealth including all Masonic Lodge, Shriner or Fraternity involvement by myself or my forebears that required pledges of allegiance, vows of secrecy and any hidden agreement or contract of obligation.

In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ I repent and renounce all acceptance of the doctrines of demons and Nephilim, of new gospels and new sources of Wisdom and Healing. I renounce all agreements with Chiron and Chronic Healing, and all agreements with Apollo who is the Satanic false god of light. I repent and renounce acceptance of the ‘O’ and ‘K’ symbols traced for healing of spiritual wounds and ask that these be removed from me in the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth.

I repent of the use of Sacred Words ‘Om’ and ‘Sri’, of emptying my mind and of any meditation practice where I have repeated any word or phrase (however Christian I thought it was) in the process of ‘stilling my mind’ and seeking spiritual experience. I accept the repetition of words in any prayer form is a violation of scripture, as Jesus Christ described in scripture (Matthew 6:7).

In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ I repent and renounce all level 1 Reiki attunements, agreements to receive imprinting of occult symbols and spirit ceremonies. I reject all symbols, glyphs and geometry used to attune, align or awake my emotions, health or spirit. I reject and renounce the use of any ‘keys’ to open the Higher Mind, energy pathways or chakras. I renounce and reject all Awakenings of my consciousness, and all calls and prayers for this
Awakening. I reject and repent of any acceptance of the Master Symbol for Power and the opening of the Third Eye.

I repent of receiving the mark or tracing on my hand and head by a false Master, and I renounce and cast off these idolatrous markings of the forehead and the hand. I repent of all covenants and sacred agreements between a false Creator and myself.

In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ I repent and renounce all level 2 Reiki attunements and spirit ceremonies. I repent, renounce and cancel the following symbols that I have either received onto myself or have traced on another;

1. the Choku Rei symbol of Power and the ‘Key’ or spiritual marker placed on me that opens the door to the spirit realm, and which summons demonic assistance

2. the Sei He Ki symbol for the mind and emotions, the ‘Key’ to the universe and activates and opens the Kundalini

3. the Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen symbol for distance and false claim to the inner buddha/Christ/divinity nature.

In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ I repent and renounce all level 3 Reiki attunements and spirit ceremonies. I repent, renounce and cancel the following symbols that I have either received onto myself or have traced on another;

1. the Tam A Ra Sha symbol of balance and unblocking energy lines

2. the Dai Ko Myo symbol of the Master and Master Rank that brings false enlightenment, peace and knowledge through divination, and that grants access to the soul and spirit of another.

I repent and renounce all and any involvement with these occult practices and for the passing on of any occult knowledge to another. I renounce and reject all taking of the titles of Master, Teacher, Guru, Sri, Sensei, Holy Father, Shepherd, Prophet, Lord and any other titles of rank and authority which have allowed me to receive and assume rulership over another. I lay down all claims to authority, all rights to lead others, and all demands for recognition of my rank, authority, experience and knowledge. I acknowledge that in seeking to train another into any form of Reiki, energy therapy, yoga, martial art or occult discipline is false discipleship and contrary to the discipleship described in scripture (Mark 16:15-18 & Matt 28:19-20).
I acknowledge that in seeking or proselytize another into any of these I have promoted another gospel contrary to scripture, and by doing so I have lived according to my own will and understanding rather than submitting to the Word of scripture. I accept that I have lived by the Pride of my own mind, doing what seemed good to my eyes and fulfilled the desires of my flesh. I repent and renounce these sins now.

I reject and cut off from myself and my family all demonic Rights, Agreements and Assignments and ask that the Blood of Jesus would cancel and destroy these bonds of sin and soul ties.

I apply the blood of Jesus Christ to these sins and break the curses that come through occult activity that may have come down the generations to me or the rest of my family. I lift them from myself and my family and cast these curses at the Cross of Jesus that they may die today. I confess any involvement of my forebears in these activities as sin, and ask that You Lord Jesus would now cancel any curse that has come to me, my spouse and children because of their sin. I ask for Your forgiveness on behalf of us all.

I now ask The Father who is in Heaven to set aside all Powers, Rulers and Authorities who have taken a place in or over me and my family because of either my or my forebears’ disobedience to Your Word. I ask that we would be forgiven for these sins because of the Blood of Jesus Christ that was shed for us, and I now claim His sacrifice for myself and my family.

I thank you Lord God for your mercy to us and for restoring us to You and Your authority. In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ I now declare submission to the Father and His Word found in the Holy Bible. I accept that all scripture is Truth and is the standard by which I should measure any other message that claims to be truth. I resist the devil and command that the spiritual eye that marked my spirit and body during these therapies to now be closed. I declare on Earth blindness to the eye symbol which revealed me and my family to the enemy and the spiritual realms, and ask that what is declared on Earth would now be declared by You in Heaven Lord Jesus.

I cancel and renounce every occult and magic symbol signed, written or otherwise designed over my body, skin and spirit by any Reiki master or practitioner. I cancel and renounce all symbols also placed by tattoo OR BODY PAINT in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ. I permit You Lord to destroy these marks and cuts to the flesh and I commit to not receiving any more.
I repent and renounce all images and meditations of Ouroboros, Kundalini, Lotus position and Lotus flower, Diamonds and Prisms, crystals, walking of labyrinths and the Tree of Life for the use of centering or focus of my mind and spirit, seeking hidden knowledge or for any other occult purpose.

I repent and renounce all marks and symbols placed on me (on my head, body or spirit) by any ungodly authority, priest or occultist and specifically repent and renounce receiving all false blessings and honouring by false prophets, teachers, faith healers, sages, gurus, shamans, martial arts masters, yoga instructors, witches, druids and mystics. I now refuse and reject these in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ.

I repent and renounce the recitation of all MANTRA’S, Taoist, Hindu and Buddhist meditations, prayers or philosophy, and the study of meridians and other energy lines or aura’s in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Lord God, please cleanse me of my sin with the blood of Jesus and fill me afresh with the Holy Spirit. Wash me with pure waters for the removal of every false symbol and occult device traced to my body, mind, emotions and spirit. I lay down every false mantel, robe, belt, headband and remove these from my mind and spirit. I commit to destroying all personal property which are the physical symbols and reminders of my sin and idolatry including robes, jewellery and crystals, wands, staffs, books and charts, music, geometric shapes, mediation gardens, prayer mats/carpets or devices and any other artefact used in these practices.

I now present the members of my body as instruments for righteousness and not for sin. My mouth, my hands and my feet, my genitals, my flesh and blood are all Yours and Yours alone LORD GOD. I am your vessel and You are my God.

I ask you Lord Jesus to hide me and my family from the devil and his agents, to remove every curse we placed ourselves under and break the yoke of sin that has been upon us. I receive your Holy Spirit now and ask that the Spirit of Truth reveal all other lies that I have received so that these too may be renounced and the works of the enemy be destroyed in my life, for Your glory Lord Jesus. Please unite my heart with Your Holy Spirit to guide and teach me how to live for you in righteousness. I choose Your Life, Your Way and Your Truth and I accept Your gift of life to me today. Thank You, Father!

I pray this in the name of Your Son, Jesus Christ of Nazareth, Amen